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The concept of “new luxurious” has challenged the traditional advertising of luxurious goods 
as prestigious, main to more expansion of mass luxurious meaning. This has become greater 
obvious because the outbreak of COVID-19, which has been a catalyst for consumption in the 
luxury marketplace. This paper investigates the mass advertising of luxurious items and explores 
the essence of masstige luxury consumption since the outbreak of COVID-19. An interpretive 
technique turned into conducted based on semi-established, in-intensity interviews with 31 
individuals. It analyses four issues of mass luxurious: self as content material, self as process, 
self as context, and self–different. We in addition argue that the mass consumption of luxurious 
reduces cognitive dissonance, with the pandemic resolving the dark facet of conventional 
luxury intake. Our findings provide vital insights for each scholars and practitioners inside the 
improvement of greater holistic information of masstige in the post-COVID technology.
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products are mainly long lasting. Six researches have a look at 
the sustainability of high-cease products, check out customers’ 
selection making when considering excessive-cease versus 
ordinary items, and become aware of powerful advertising 
strategies to emphasise product sturdiness, an important 
and valued measurement of sustainable intake [3]. Actual-
international statistics on new and second hand accessories 
show that excessive-end items may be more sustainable than 
mid-range merchandise due to the fact they have a longer life 
cycle. Moreover, purchasers engage in greater sustainable 
behaviours with high-end goods, proudly owning them for 
longer and casting off them in more environmentally pleasant 
manners. nonetheless, many clients prefer to listen their price 
range on multiple regular items in lieu of fewer excessive-quit 
products partly due to product sturdiness forget, a failure to 
recall how long a product will closing [4]. 

Although customers normally agree with that excessive-
quit products last longer, they fail to take this sort of belief 
into account while making purchases. Finally, this study 
gives actionable strategies for marketers to assist customers 
triumph over product durability neglect and nudge them 
towards concentrating their finances on fewer high-end, 
durable products. To address the studies questions, we took 
an interpretive technique, utilizing participants’ non-public 
experiences accrued via semi-established interviews from 
a total sample of 31. Qualitative records had been analysed 
thematically in step with the theoretical constructs inside the 
masstige luxurious consumption and cognitive dissonance 
literature [5].

Introduction
With increasing threats to the surroundings, more and more 
people have begun to be aware of sustainable improvement 
to guard the surroundings and society. The principles of 
inexperienced purchase and green marketing have regularly 
grown to be famous. Green purchase refers to the inexperienced 
product buy activities performed by customers to shop 
resources and shield the environment. Green advertising 
refers back to the advertising activities designed by way of 
corporations for all consumers. The cause of those sports 
is to limit the environmental impact of the organisation’s 
merchandise and carrier. Many groups have changed their 
production strategies to actively reply to environmental issues 
and adjustments in clients’ environmental attitudes. They 
deserted merchandise which are fantastically polluting to 
the surroundings or dangerous to human health and grew to 
become to environmental protection merchandise [1]. Despite 
the fact that manufacturers have produced environmentally 
pleasant merchandise, many clients aren't inquisitive about 
their products because of their intake values, resistance to new 
technology, or their resistance to the top rate costs charged 
for this new merchandise, which ends up in sales limitations 
for those products. Therefore, it's far of awesome realistic 
significance to apprehend the influencing elements of clients’ 
green product purchase conduct for inexperienced advertising 
[2].

The authors suggest that buying luxurious can be a unique means 
to engage in sustainable consumption because excessive-stop 
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Conclusion
This research builds on preceding research on prestige and 
mass luxurious intake and makes several contributions to 
the literature. First, it addresses the prevailing gaps inside 
the knowledge via exploring the approaches inside the mass 
clients integrate their self-concept (inner–out vs. outdoor–in) 
with luxurious consumption, therefore gives a philosophical 
function pertaining to mass luxury to dimensions of self. 2d, 
the paper is the first to have a look at mass luxury consumption 
within the COVID-19 era. It extends the application of 
dissonance coping theories to the mass luxury intake context, 
which involves tensions among conspicuous mindlessness and 
mindfulness and among self-extension and crucial needs. The 
paper concludes with theoretical and managerial implications 
that may form the continuing masstige debate within the 
luxury intake context
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